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Abstract. We investigate a finite element discretization of the Stokes equations with
nonstandard boundary conditions, defined in a bounded three-dimensional domain with a
curved, piecewise smooth boundary. For tetrahedral triangulations of this domain we prove,
under general assumptions on the discrete problem and without any additional regularity
assumptions on the weak solution, that the discrete solutions converge to the weak solution.
Examples of appropriate finite element spaces are given.
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l. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let fi C E3 be a bounded domain the boundary of which consists of the closures
of sets TD and TN, and let us consider the following Stokes equations:

* This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and by the Grant
Agency of the Czech Republic under the grant No. 201/96/0313.

The equations describe a slow motion of a viscous incompressible fluid (e.g. of
molten glass) and the symbols used have the following meanings: u is the velocity,
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p is the pressure, v is the kinematic viscosity, which is assumed to be constant and
positive, / is an outer volume force, n is the unit outward normal vector to the
boundary dfi of the domain fi, I is the identity tensor and tp is a surface force
acting in the tangential direction to TN. The tensor product o ® 6 of two vectors
a, 6 € E3 is a tensor defined by

Thus, (I - n <8> n) is a projection operator onto the plane tangent to TN and (1.5)
can be componentwise written as

We assume that

The third condition in (1.7) and the second condition in (1.8) are necessary conditions
for the solvability of (1.1)-(1.5).

For investigating effects caused by an approximation of the domain n by a poly-
hedral domain, we need certain assumptions on the regularity of the boundary of ft.
First, we introduce a property of subsets of 9fi, analogous to the Lipschitz property
of domains in M2. To this end, we employ local Cartesian coordinate systems from
the definition of the Lipschitz continuity of dfi (see Section 4, below Lemma 4.3). In
each of these local coordinate systems, a part of 9f2 is represented by the graph of a
function / 6 C0,1([—a,a]2), where a > 0 is a constant common to all the coordinate
systems.

Definition 1.1. A relatively open set 3? C dtl is of class C0,1* if there exists a
finite number of the above-mentioned local coordinate systems such that the graphs
of the functions / on (-a,a)2 cover the whole boundary dtl and, in each of these
coordinate systems, the projection of the respective part of F into the square (—o, a)2

is a set with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary.

The boundary of fi is assumed to be Lipschitz-continuous and to consist of closures
of disjoint relatively open C2 surfaces F; C dtl, i = 1,. . . ,K, which are of class C0,1*,
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have piecewise C2 boundaries and satisfy, for some KD 6 {1 , . . . , K } ,

Thus, we have

Further, we assume that each surface F, can be extended to a C2 surface F* sat-
isfying dist(c?fi,SFj) > 0. Finally, we suppose that there exists an extension m e
W2,°°(M3)3 of the unit outward normal vector to FN, i.e., m|rw = n|rN.

The C0,1* regularity of the sets F* guarantees that no zero angle between two parts
of dTi can arise at a point where dTi is not C2. This is necessary for constructing
regular triangulations of F{.

R e m a r k 1.1. Let TN be a Ck,1 surface of class C0,1*, where k ^ 1. Then
there exists a function m 6 Wk ,°°(E3)3 satisfying m\rN = n\rN (see Lemma 4.7
in Section 4). If TN is such that there exists a domain fZ* with a Ck,1 boundary
satisfying TN C dfl*, then there exists an extension m 6 Wk,°°(E3)3 of the normal
vector to <9H* and the C0,1* property of Fw is not necessary.

Properties of a finite element discretization of (1.1)-(1.5) defined by using a tetra-
hedral triangulation of fi were already investigated in [7], where it was shown that,
under the assumption u 6 Hk(£l)3, p 6 H k - l ( $ l ) with k 6 {2,3}, the discrete solu-
tions converge to the weak solution u, p with the convergence order |. The aim of
the present paper is to find conditions which guarantee the convergence of the dis-
crete solutions to the weak solution u € /f1(n)3, p € I/§(^) without any additional
regularity assumptions on u and p. The basic difficulty is that, due to the approx-
imation of the boundary of fi, the discrete test functions for the velocity cannot be
used as test functions in the weak formulation. In view of the low regularity of the
weak solution, this difficulty cannot be circumvented using the classical formulation
(1.1)-(1.5) as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [7] and we deal with the question how to
approximate the discrete test functions by suitable functions belonging to the spaces
from the weak formulation.

For the two-dimensional case, such approximations were already constructed in [11]
by using natural extensions of discrete test functions near non-Dirichlet boundaries
and transforming discrete test functions onto curved (ideal) triangles near Dirichlet
boundaries. However, these techniques are very difficult to extend to three dimen-
sions. Therefore, we develop a new and rather simple approach which can be applied
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in two as well as three dimensions. The basic idea is to replace any function Vh
from a discrete test function space Vh by a function v% e Vh vanishing on elements
intersecting the closure of a Dirichlet boundary, and to extend u° using the Nikolskij
method outside the approximating domain fJ^.

The approximation of the computational domain is one of the so-called variational
crimes in the finite element method, which have been investigated since the early
1970s. We mention at least the fundamental paper [3] and the book [10] published
at that time. In these and many further papers, convergence results were derived
under the assumption that the weak solution possesses higher regularity. The first
paper, where the convergence of finite element solutions to a weak solution were
proved without additional regularity assumptions, was the above-mentioned paper
[11] treating general isoparametric approximations of a two-dimensional computa-
tional domain. The present paper shows how to prove the convergence of finite ele-
ment solutions to a weak solution without higher regularity in the three-dimensional
case and suggests an alternate way for proving the results of [11].

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a weak formulation
of (1.1)-(1.5) and mention some related results. In Section 3, we define triangula-
tions of fi and of the sets TD and TN. Further, we introduce finite element spaces
approximating the spaces from the weak formulation and define a finite element dis-
cretization of (1.1)-(1.5). In Section 4, we summarize auxiliary results needed for
convergence investigations in the subsequent sections. In Section 5 we explain, on
the example of Poisson's equation, the idea of the convergence proof and establish
a fundamental result on the approximation of discrete test functions by test func-
tions from a weak formulation. Section 6 is devoted to convergence investigations for
the discretization of (1.1)-(1.5) and, finally, in Section 7, we give examples of finite
element spaces satisfying the assumptions introduced in Section 3.

Throughout the paper we use standard notation which can be found e.g. in [5].
We only mention a few of the symbols. We denote by || • ||fc)piQ and | • |fc)pin the usual
norm and seminorm, respectively, in the Sobolev space Wfc>p(fl) and, for p = 2, we
drop the second index and use the notation || • ||fc n, \ • \k n and ffk(fl) = W k , 2 ( f l ) .
The space of functions v € L2(fl) satisfying Jnvdx = 0 is denoted by LQ(£I). For
an integer k > 0, we denote by Pjt(n) the space of all polynomials defined on fl, of
degrees less than or equal to k. The notation C, C and C is used to denote generic
constants independent of h.
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2. WEAK FORMULATION

Denoting

and

we introduce the following weak formulation.

Definition 2.1. Let u/, e H1^)3 be any function satisfying

Then functions u, p are a weak solution of problem (1.1)-(1.5) if

and

R e m a r k 2.1. In view of (2.4) and (1.7), we have b(u,q) = 0 V q € L2(fl) and
hence any weak solution satisfies the condition divu = 0.

The derivation of the weak formulation can be found in [7], Section 2, where the
following results were proved: problem (2.2)-(2.4) is uniquely solvable, any classical
solution u € C2(Tlf, p & C1^) n Lg(ft) of (1.1)-(1.5) is a weak solution of (1.1)-
(1.5) and any weak solution of (1.1)-(1.5) satisfying u £ C2(n)3, p 6 Cl(Tl) is a
classical solution of (1.1)-(1.15S).
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3. DISCRETE PROBLEM

We assume that we are given a family 1 = {Th} of triangulations of the domain
fi having the following properties. Given h > 0, the set Th consists of a finite
number of closed tetrahedra called elements and denoted by T, diam(T) ^ h for any
T e TH, all vertices of any T e Th belong to ft, and any two different elements of the
triangulation Th are either disjoint or possess either a common vertex or a common
edge or a common face. The elements of a triangulation make up a polyhedral
domain

representing an approximation off). We assume that the boundary of tlh is Lipschitz-
continuous. The faces of the elements of Th (being open two-dimensional sets) will be
denoted by T1 and the faces belonging to the boundary of Q^ will be called boundary
faces. We assume that, for any boundary face T', there exists i & {1,... ,K} such
that all three vertices of T" belong to IV Further, we assume that the set of the
vertices of any triangulation Th & T contains all points at which the boundary of
some of the sets F; is not C2. The family of the triangulations is assumed to be
regular, i.e., there exists a number a > 0 such that, for any Th € T and any T 6 Th,

where

As usual, the parameters h in {Th} are supposed to constitute a set whose only
accumulation point is zero. Saying "any h > 0", we shall still mean "any Th € T".
Since the set of the parameters h is bounded, we can introduce a bounded domain
fi C ffi3 with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary such that fi C fl and flh C fl for
any h > 0.

For any i € { 1 , . . . , K } , the set F,- will be approximated by a relatively open set
Pih C dflh consisting of boundary faces whose all vertices belong to F;. We assume

K _
that Tih n Fjh = 0 for any i ^ j and that (J F^ = dflh • For any boundary face

»=i
T' we denote by x^, the barycentre of T' and by xbT, the nearest point to XCT, lying
on dd and satisfying (XCT, — xbT,} L T'. For small h, any boundary face T' C F^ is
supposed to satisfy xbT, £ F^. This additional assumption is needed since generally it
can happen that all vertices of a boundary face belong to F; nFj for some i ^ j. The
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sets FD and TN will be approximated by relatively open sets Fj^ and T^, respectively,
defined by

To define a discretization of (1.1)-(1.5), we approximate the spaces V and L%(fl)
from the weak formulation by finite element spaces V^ c ^1(fi/l)3 and Qh C L§(fi/i),
respectively. Before formulating their properties, let us give an example of V/i and
Q/,.

E x a m p l e 3.1. The simplest finite element subspace of H1fih) approximating
the space H1^) is the space

If we want to approximate the space V, we also have to take care of the boundary
conditions. For example, we can set

If 7h € jC(H2(Q,)3,[Vith]3) is the Lagrange interpolation operator (i.e., (rh.v)(x) =
v(x) for any v 6 H2($l)3 and any vertex x of 7/i), then we have (cf. [2], p. 124,
Theorem 15.3)

and, moreover, fh € £(V D H2(fl)3, V1,h). Sometimes it can be convenient to set

where n*h approximates n. In a straightforward way, we can introduce an operator
rh 6 £(V n #2(n)3, V1,h) satisfying

with 7 € [0,1] depending on the quality of the approximation of n.
The simplest finite element subspace of L%(Slh) approximating Lj)(fi) is the space
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An operator 8h 6 C ( L 2 ( ^ l ) D H1^), Qh defined using L2 projections onto elements
of the triangulation (see e.g. [5], pp. 102 and 126) satisfies

Unfortunately, due to the saddle-point character of (2.2)-(2.4), the spaces V1,h, Qh

cannot be used in a finite element discretization of (1.1)-(1.5) since they do not
satisfy the so-called BabuSka-Brezzi condition (cf. assumption A3 below). Therefore,
we have to enlarge the space V1,h. For example, we can set

where ny are normal vectors to the faces T' and pr< 6 Hgfoh) are piecewise cubic
functions assigned to inner faces T' of the triangulation which have their supports in
the two elements adjacent to T' and satisfy fT' PT' d<r = \T'\ (see e.g. [5], pp. 144-
146).

In the sequel, we shall formulate general abstract assumptions on the spaces V/i
and Qh approximating the spaces V and I/o(^)> respectively, which are fulfilled in
particular for the spaces from Example 3.1.

We choose an integer k ^ 1 and assume that we are given spaces

and Q/, C I/Q(^/I) possessing the following properties:

Al: There exist an integer li ^ 2, a real number 71 > 0 and an operator TH £
£(VnHli(tt)3,Vh} such that

Any Vh € VH satisfies vh • n*h = 0 at any vertex of Th lying in F^, where n*h is
a function defined at the vertices of Th and satisfying for some fixed a £ (0,1]

with T E Th being any element containing the vertex x.

A2: There exist an integer 1% ̂  1, a real number 72 > 0 and an operator Sh 6
C(Ll(Sl) nHl2(tt},Qh) such that
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A3: There exists a constant 0 > 0 independent of h such that

R e m a r k 3.1. Due to the assumption on the extension m, the normal vector
n is continuous on TN so that (3.2) makes sense.

R e m a r k 3.2. The piecewise polynomial character of the functions from V&.
simplifies the proof of Theorem 5.1. However, it would be also possible to consider
more general finite element functions.

R e m a r k 3.3. Note that the only assumptions made on the space Qh are the
inclusion Qh C I/§(O/t) and assumptions A2 and A3.

R e m a r k 3.4. Further examples of spaces Vh and Qh satisfying the above as-
sumptions will be given in Section 7.

Since the finite element functions are defined on fi/, instead of n, we replace the
forms a, 6 and g by

respectively, where f and <p are now considered as extended onto fl, i.e.,

Such extensions exist and can be defined in various ways. Further, we introduce a
function Ubh £ H1(£lh)3 approximating the Dirichlet boundary condition u^ in the
sense that

where E: Hl(£l)3 -> H1^)3 is an extension operator and ub e Hl(Cl)3 is an ar-
bitrary but fixed function satisfying (2.1). In view of inequality (4.1) in the next
section, the validity of (3.4) is not influenced by the choice of E. (In fact, here we
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use the notation Eub instead of "any function fit 6 Hl(ft)3 satisfying «(,|n = lib".)
If Ub € Hll(£l)3, where l\ is the integer from assumption Al, then the function Ubh
is usually defined as Zbh = rnUb, where 7h € £(Hl1(O)3,H1(tlh)3) is an operator
which maps functions from #(l(fi)3 into a finite element space and satisfies

Since typical finite element functions are piecewise polynomial, we can assume that
an exact evaluation of the bilinear forms an and bh requires only a small number of
computational operations. This, however, cannot be assumed in the case of the
functional g£ and therefore we replace it by some easily computable functional g/, S
[Vh]' satisfying

For example, if / and <f are continuous, we can obtain g^ by evalutaing <?£ using
numerical integration (cf. [2], Chapter IV) or by replacing / and tp by piecewise poly-
nomial functions. In the latter case, defining gh using piecewise linear interpolates
of f and tf, we have \\gh - g*h\\[Vh],^ Ch% (\f\^ + Ma.fi) *» any f, <p £ H2(ty3

and, moreover, gh depends only on the values of fU and vLw •
Now we can introduce a family of discrete problems corresponding to the weak

formulation (2.2)-(2.4).

Definition 3.1. The functions Uh, Ph are a discrete solution of problem (1.1)-
(1.5) if

and

It is easy to show that problem (3.6)-(3.8) has a unique solution (cf. [7]).

R e m a r k 3.5. It is of advantage to construct the function u\>h and the space
Vh, in such a way that /afih Ubh • nh da = 0 (cf. Remark 3.6) and
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(cf. Remark 3.7), where «/, is the unit outward normal vector to 90^. Then the
equation (3.8) is satisfied for any <?&, € Q&. ® R and bh(vh,ph) = bh(vh,ph + c) holds
for any Vh G Vh, c 6 R. Therefore, the stiffness matrix corresponding to the bilinear
form bh can be constructed by using basis functions from Qh,$]R which do not belong
to LQ(^/I)- This increases the sparsity of this stiffness matrix.

R e m a r k 3.6. Let us describe a way how to construct a function u^h € Hl (O/, )3

satisfying /anh 5&/, • n^da = 0 and approximating a function Ub € #2(Q)3 with
fgfl Ub • n da = 0. First we introduce a function q € H2(H)3 satisfying Jan q-ndcr ^
0. For small h we have /an q-n/, dcr ̂  0 and we can set ah = /an u^-nh dcr/ /9n g-
nhdff. Then |a^ | ^ C h and, denoting itjh = Ub—Qng, we have /an tt^-n/ida = 0.
For any face T' C d$lh of an element T 6 7^ we introduce a function pr< e FH^fc)
with supp PT' = T, pr'|T € Pa(T), PT'\9T\T' = ® and <^ /T' PT' dff = \T'\. Further,
we denote by UT' the unit outward (with respect to dfih) normal vector to T'. Let
TV, € £(JJ2(n)3, [V1,h]3) be the Lagrange interpolation operator from Example 3.1.
Setting

we have Ubh 6 H1fi/,)3 and fgfl Ubh • nh dcr = 0. Since

and Ibr'lliT ^ Ch^, where T is the element adjacent to T', we also obtain

ll«fc-«6/i|li,nh <Ch.

R e m a r k 3.7. If all traces of functions from Vh, coincide with traces of piecewise
linear functions from Vh (which is the case for Vh, from Example 3.1 and for some
of the examples of Vh in Section 7), then condition (3.9) is satisfied for the following
choice of the function n*h: at any vertex x € F^ we set

where UT' denotes the unit outward normal vector to the boundary face T'. Let
us show that (3.9) really holds. Consider an arbitrary vertex x* e FN. It suffices
to show that (3.9) is satisfied for a piecewise linear function v*h e Vh satisfying
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v*h(x) = 0 at any vertex x -^ x*. For such a v^, we have

If FN is a C3 surface and some uniformity assumptions on the triangulations of FN

are satisfied, then it can be shown that n£ defined by (3.10) satisfies (3.2) (cf. [6],
pp. 132-135).

4. AUXILIARY RESULTS

In this section we summarize a lot of auxiliary results which will be needed in the
subsequent two sections. First, in Lemmas 4.1-4.3, we present several results, the
proofs of which can be found in [7].

Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant C > 0 independent of h such that

Lemma 4.2. Any face T' C dflh can be associated with a set IV C dfl in such
a way that

and, for any T' Cdtth,

(4.5) IV C {x G I3; dist(x,T') < Ch2T,}, T' C {x e I3; dist(x,IV) < Ch2T,},

where HT* = diam(T') and C is independent of T' and h. In particular,

and hence
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Lemma 4.3. There exists an extension operator Eh e C ( H 1 ( £ l h ) , H f c ( £ l ) ) satis-
fying

where the constant C is independent ofh.

The operator Eh was constructed in [7] using the Nikolskij method (cf. [8], p. 75,
Theorem 3.9). Since the properties of Eh play an important role in this paper, we
repeat the precise definition of Eh here.

In view of the Lipschitz continuity of dfi, there exist positive real numbers a and 6,
M local Cartesian coordinate systems and functions f 1 , . . . , fM G C°'l([—a, a]2) such
that, in the r-th local coordinate system (r = 1,..., M), we have for any x € (—a, a)2

and dfl is covered by the graphs { ( x , f r ( x ) ) ; x e (—a/4,a/4)2}, ?• = 1 , . . . , M. We
will suppose that h < min{a/8,6/8} and dist(dft,9ft) > max{a,b}. In each local
coordinate system we introduce a continuous piecewise linear function frh defined on
[—3a/4,3a/4]2 and describing the corresponding part of dflh- All M graphs of these
functions cover the whole boundary of fi^ and there exists a constant C independent
of h such that, for r = 1,..., M, we have

For r = 1,..., M we define, in the local coordinate systems, sets

Then, for h sufficiently small, we have

Further, we introduce an open set UM+1 C fi such that
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Then, again for h sufficiently small,

We define an operator EM+I '• #O(UM+I) ->• HQ(&) by

where v 6 HQ(U M + 1 ) - For r = 1, . . . ,M, we denote

and define operators Erh: Vrh ->• #o (^) in the following way. We extend any v € Vrh

by zero in

and set

For small h we have n/tnsupp(Erh v) C Ur. According to [8], p. 27, Proposition 2.3,
there exist functions if>r € Co°(Ur), r = l , . . . ,M + l, such that

and we set

which completes the definition of Eh. We remark that here and in the following
statement, we regard a function v € Hl(Slh) as a fixed representative of the corre-
sponding equivalence class so that a uniquely determined value of v is known at any
point of fi.

Now, we can prove the following localization property of Eh.

Lemma 4.4. For h sufficiently small, any v € Hl(Clh) and any x € fi \ fi/i for
which Eh,v(x) ^ 0, there exists x* € Slh with v(x*) ^ 0 satisfying

where C depends only on tl and the constant C from (4.7).
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P r o o f . For r = 1,... , M we introduce, in the local coordinate systems, sets

and denote

Let us consider any v 6 /f1(fi/l) and any x 6 fl \ fi^ satisfying Eh.v(x) jt 0. Then
there exists r 6 {1,...,M} such that E rh(vVv)(x) 7^ 0 and therefore, in the r-th
local coordinate system, we have v(x, 2frh(x) - x3) ^ 0, where (£,£3) = x. We
denote x* = ( x , 2 f r h ( x ) — x3) . Then x* 6 Ur n fi^ and hence it follows from
(4.7) that x e Ur for h2 < 6/(16C). Consider any E C d f t . If dist(z*,£) ^ E,
then dist(x, E) < diam(fi) ^ [diam(n)/e] dist(a;*,S). Thus, it suffices to consider
dist(a;*, E) < e. Let z* € S be such that \x* -z*\- dist(a;*,S). Then z* € Ur and
since, for /i sufficiently small,

we have z* - (z*,frh.(z*)). Setting y = (x,frll(x)) = (x*,frh.(x*)) and applying
(4.7), we obtain

Therefore,

which proves the first part of (4.8). The second part follows analogously.

Corollary 4.1. For h sufficiently small and any v 6 H1(fih) n C(fi^) we have

where T' C d£lh is any boundary face of Th and C is the constant from Lemma 4.4.
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P r o o f . Let Eh.v(x) ^ 0 for some x € fi \ fih. Then, according to Lemma 4.4,
there exists x* e flh with v(x*) ^ 0 satisfying

Since dist(., S) is continuous for any £ C <9fi/M we obtain the corollary.

Using the above notation, we can also prove the following result.

Lemma 4.5. There exists a constant C such that, for any set E C TN, we have

P r o o f . Let Ur, Ur and e be like in the proof of Lemma 4.4 and let us consider
any x € S. If ^oat(x,TD) ^ e, then (4.11) holds with C = diam(fi)/e. Thus, let
dist(x,rI)) < e. Let r e {1,...,M} be such that x 6 Ur and let y e F satisfy
|x — y| = dist(x,r£)). Then y € Ur and we have x = (x, fr(x)), y = (y,fr(y))- Let
z = (z, fr(z)) be such that z £ <9£ and 2 = ax + (1 — a)y with a € [0,1). Then
|x - ~z\ ̂  |x — y\ ̂  \x - y\ and since

we obtain the lemma.

Lemma 4.6. Denoting

for any set A C fl, we have

P r o o f . Consider any i e {KD + 1,. . . , K} and let the M local coordinate sys-
tems introduced above be the ones from the definition of the C0,1* property of
IV The only difference from the situation above is that 9fi is covered by the
graphs { ( x , f r ( x ) ) ; x e (—a,a)2}, r = 1,. . . ,M, but generally not by the graphs
{(x, fr(x)); x € (-a/4, a/4)2}, r = 1 , . . . , M. Let
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be the projection of the respective part of F,- into the ( x 1 , x2)-plane of the r-th local
coordinate system and let

Lemma 4.5 implies that E r iC\Uh(TD) C ST.inZ7/,(3Sri) and hence, for proving (4.13),
it suffices to show that

where V = (d/dxi,d/dx2). This immediately follows from the Lipschitz continuity
of dSri-

Further, let us prove the assertion from Remark 1.1.

Lemma 4.7. Let TN be a Ck,1 surface of class C0,1*, where k ^ 1. Tien there
exists a function m € Wk,°°(^3)3 satisfying m|rN = n|pN.

P r o o f . Like in the proof of Lemma 4.6, we assume that the M local coordinate
systems introduced above are the ones from the definition of the C0,1* property of
TN and we denote, for r = 1, . . . , M,

Note that fr|Sr € C k , l ( S r ) and hence, setting

we obtain a function mr £ C k - 1 , 1 (S r x M)3 satisfying mr|Er = n|2j. Since
OSr is Lipschitz-continuous, the function mr can be extended to a function mr €
Wk,oo(R3)3 (cf j9]j p 181) Theorem 5). We denote, for r = 1,... ,M,

According to [8], p. 27, Proposition 2.3, there exist functions ipr € Co°(U*), r =
M M

1,. . . ,M, satisfying £ Vv(z) = 1 for any x 6 dft. Setting m = X) fnr^r, we
r=l r=l

obtain m e W'''00^3)3 with m\rN = n\TN.
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Finally, we derive a few consequences of the regularity assumption (3.1).

Lemma 4.8. There exist constants K\, KZ > 0 depending only on a such that

and

P r o o f . Let x* be any vertex of Th and let

Consider any T € M and let x*, x1, x2, x3 be the vertices of T. We construct a
tetrahedron T having the vertices x*, x*+a(x1-x*), x*+a(x'2—x*), x*+a(x3— x*),
where a > 0 is such that T is contained in the unit ball B = {x € I3 ; \x - x*\ ̂  1}
and at least one of the vertices of T lies on dB. In this way, we modify all elements
from M. Then the interiors of the tetrahedra T are again disjoint and we have
hf/Qf = HT/QT and hf^l for any T. Therefore, using (3.1),  we obtain

which means that M < 8a3. Thus, (4.14) holds with KI = 32cr3.
Let T, T* £ Th have a common edge of length 1. Then, by (3.1), hr ^ o QT < a I ^

a hT,. Thus, it follows from the proof of (4.14) that (4.15) holds with K2 = a8a3. D

Lemma 4.9. For any 6 6 (0, l/(4 o-3/f2)) and for any face T' of the triangulation
Th we have

P r o o f . Let T' be a given face of Th and let QT> be the set on the right-hand
side of the inclusion (4.16). Let a; be a vertex of T1. A ball around x with the radius
R\x = min{0r; T € Th, x 6 T} lies in QT< and, according to (3.1) and (4.15), we
have RlhtX ^ min{hT/cr; T € Th, x € T} ^ hT>/(aI<i). Let I be an edge of T'
and let x 6 I be a point different from the end points x1, x2 of I. A ball around x
with the radius R% = min-fgr |x - x1|//, £r \x - x2\/l; T e Th, / C T} lies in QT-
and, in view of (3.1), we have R% ^ min{|x - x1), \x — x2\}/cr. Therefore, any ball
with the radius HT'/(1 cr2K^) around an x 6 dT' lies in QT'- Consider any x € T'.
A ball around x with the radius R ĥ,x = min{gT dJst(x,dT')/hT' ;T£Th, x & T}
lies in QT> and since R3h,x > disi(x, dT')/a, we infer that any ball with the radius
h-T'/(4(T3K2) around an x € T' lies in QT>.
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It is appropriate to measure the error of the discrete solution introduced in Defini-
tion 3.1 in norms defined on the approximating domain ft/,. However, the weak solu-
tion of (1.1)-(1.5) is defined in fi and it is generally not known in flh \f2. Therefore,
it is desirable to extend the functions u, p to functions defined in fi and belonging
to Sobolev spaces of the same type as u, p belong to, respectively. We will denote
the extension of u (or p) as Eu (or Ep), where E is an extension operator. The
operator E can be constructed, for instance, by the Nikolskij method (cf. [8], p. 75,
Theorem 3.9) or by the Calderon method (cf. [8], p. 80, Theorem 3.10). In both
cases, E depends on the order of differentiability of u and the Nikolskij operator
generally also requires higher regularity of dtl. It is also possible to construct an op-
erator E which simultaneously extends all orders of differentiability with very small
requirements on the regularity of dfl (cf. [9], p. 181, Theorem 5). In what follows,
we will not specify which extension operator we are using and the reader can think
of some of the above-mentioned operators. Since we will need neither continuity nor
linearity of E, we can also imagine that the extension E u is defined for each function
u in a particular way.

5. IDEA OF THE CONVERGENCE PROOF

We shall explain the idea of the convergence proof for (3.6)-(3.8) on the example
of the Poisson equation

Denoting

we can introduce the weak formulation

and the discrete problem

where Vh. is the general finite element space from Section 3 with F® = dflh- For
any Zh. € V^, we have
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where u is considered to be extended by zero outside ft, and hence we obtain using
the triangular inequality

This is a particular case of the well-known general abstract error estimate already
published in [3], p. 414, Theorem 1. We also refer to [11], p. 178, Theorem 4, where
a modification of the abstract error estimate is given for the case when nonhomoge-
neous Dirichlet boundary conditions are used.

According to Lemma 6.1 from the next section, the second term on the right-hand
side of (5.3) converges to zero. Thus, for proving that |tt - Uh\i nh -* 0 for h -> 0,
it suffices to show that

This is easy if ft is convex (which is assumed by many authors) since then ft/i C ft
and any Vh £ V^ can be extended by zero outside flh to a function Vh € #0 (^)3 •
Setting v = VH in (5.1) and subtracting (5.1) from (5.2), we obtain ah(uh—u, Vh) = 0,
which is the Galerkin orthogonality, well known from the conforming case. If ft is
nonconvex, then the functions from V^ generally have nonzero values on some parts
of 9ft and hence any extension of Vh € V/, generally cannot be used as a test
function in (5.1). Therefore, any function Vh € V/, has to be approximated by a
function v°h e tf^ft)3 satisfying v°h\n e ^(ft)3. Then, using (5.2) and (5.1) with
v — t^ljj, we obtain

Since

we get
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Thus, for proving (5.4), it suffices to construct the function v° in such a way that

where Ah is independent of Vh and C is independent of both Vh and h. (Note that,

extending Vh by zero outside flh, \\o have llv/illi.n,. = l l^fc l l i .n ^ ^l^li.O;.-)
In the following theorem, we will construct a function v^ having the above prop-

erties by modifying Vh on elements near the Dirichlet boundary and by extending
the modified function using the operator Eh. The basic feature of this construction
is that w°|nh G V^ and that i>° vanishes on elements intersecting the closure of the
Dirichlet boundary. The theorem also represents a basis for the construction of v°h

in the case when the set FN in the definition of V is nonempty. Therefore, now we
again consider Tff C dfi/j (i.e., not necessarily Fjp = dflh).

Theorem 5.1. Let k > 1 be a given integer and let us denote

Then, for h sufficiently small, any v € Wh can be written as v = v° + vb with v°,
vb £ Wh, Eh v°\rD = 0, vb = v or vb = 0 at any vertex of Th, and

where the constant C is independent of v and h.

P r o o f . We denote by T the standard reference element having the vertices
(0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1). For any tetrahedron T there exists a reg-
ular affine mapping FT: T -> T which maps f onto T (cf. e.g. [2]). For any T £ Th

and any v £ L1 (T) we introduce the notation

According to [2], Section 15, there exist positive constants C and C depending only
on a such that

Let dimPjfe(T) = d and let the points x1,..., xd e T form the principal lattice of
order k of the tetrahedron f (cf. [2], p. 70, or [5], p. 99). Let 6 i , . . . , b d £ Pk(f)
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satisfy bi(xj) = 6{j, ij — 1,... ,d, where 6y = 1 for i = j and <5y = 0 for i 5^ j.
Then {6i}f=1 is a basis of Pk(f). For any T € 71, we set

Then {6r,i}iLi is a basis of Pk(T) satisfying ftr.ifar) = <Jy and hence, for any v € Wh
and any T €. Th, we have

For convenience, we define sets

Consider any v € Wh and define a function vb € Wh by

It follows from (5.9) and (5.10) that

Choose T € Qh and let the mapping FT map the point 0 onto the vertex x 6 T with
v(x) = 0. Clearly, the seminorm |- \r f is a norm on the space {v 6 Pk(T); v(0) — 0}
and hence, in view of the equivalence of norms on finite-dimensional spaces, there
exists a constant C depending only on k such that

Thus, using (5.8) we obtain
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Consider any T e K.h. Then

By the definiton of vb, we have a^ = 0 if zr € Ih U JGi- If a=T € G^, then ZT = x^.
for some j <E {1,..., d} and T* 6 £?h with T* D T ^ 0 and hence a^ = •ui)(a;^.) =
v(x]

T.) = Q;T*,J- Therefore, we obtain using (4.15) and (5.11)

which in view of (5.8) implies

By virtue of (4.14), each T* appears at most K\ times on the right-hand side of (5.12)
and hence we obtain |v6|i,/rfc < C\v\ltGh. Therefore, |w6|i,n;i ^ C'bli.o,. ^ C Hi.o,,-
Using || • || ff, instead of | • | ^ and (5.7) instead of (5.8) in the above derivation, we

also obtain ||u6||o,fj,l ^ C ||v||0in/i, which gives (5.5). Since dist(x,r^>) ^ 2h for any
x £ supp w6, relation (5.6) follows by using (4.9) and (4.6).

It remains to prove the important property EhV°\rD = 0. Consider any 8 e
(0, l/(4cr3/<2)) and any face T1 C Tf. According to (4.16), OS(T') D tth C Gh and
hence the function v° = v - vb vanishes in Os(T') n f2h. Thus, dist(a:,T") ^ Shr'
for any x e supp v° and using (4.10), we infer that Eh v° vanishes in OS^(T'). For
h < S/(CC), where C is the constant from (4.5), the first inclusion in (4.5) implies
that FT' C Og/c(T') and hence Ehu°|r ( = 0. Consequently, Ehv\D = 0.

Prom Theorem 5.1 we obtain the following corollary fitted to the above discretiza-
tion of the Poisson equation.

Corollary 5.1, Let fe ̂  1 be a given integer and Jet us denote

Tien, for any v 6 Wh, there exist functions v°,vb& HQ(£I) satisfying

P r o o f . For h < h0 with h0 sufficiently small, the assertion immediately follows
from Theorem 5.1. For h ^ ho, it suffices to set v° = 0.
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6. CONVERGENCE RESULT FOR THE STOKES EQUATIONS

The approximation properties Al and A2 have been formulated only for sufficiently
regular fuctions from the spaces V and Lg(fi). The following two lemmas show that
any function from these spaces can be approximated by functions from Vh or Qh,
respectively, with an arbitrarily high precision if h -» 0.

Lemma 6.1. Let V n Hl1 (fl)3 = V, where li is the integer from assumption Al.
Tien

where E: H1^)3 -> /f1(fi)3 is an arbitrary extension operator.

P r o o f . Let E: Hll($l)3 —»• Hli(Cl)3 be an extension operator (cf. the end of
Section 4) and consider any v € V. Then for any v e V n Hil(fl)3 we have

Consider any e > 0. Since V n ^(O)3 = V, there exists v e Vr\Hll(fl)3 such that
Ilv~ i5lli,n;,nn <e/3- In view of (4.1), we find hi > 0 such that \\Ev-'Ev\\liflh\fl <
e/3 for h € (0, hi) and hence there exists hi € (0, h\) such that

R e m a r k 6.1. I f m € Hll(R3)3 (cf. Remark 1.1) and the set TD is of class C0,1*,
then it can be shown that the density assumption V n Hl* (fl)3 = V is satisfied (see
[6], p. 110, Lemma 3.13).

Lemma 6.2. We have

where E: L2(fi) -> L2(ft) is an arbitrary extension operator.

P r o o f . Since Ljj(fi) n C°°(tl) = L%(Sl), the lemma can be proved analogously
as Lemma 6.1.
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If TN ^ 0, approximations of functions from V^ by functions from V are more
difficult to construct than in Corollary 5.1. A suitable decomposition of extensions
of the functions from V^ is established, using the results of Theorem 5.1, in the
following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Let k^ 1 be a given integer and let us denote

where n*h is the function from assumption Al. Then, for any v € Wh, there exist
functions v°, vb, v e ^(Q)3 and ub e #(J(n) satisfying

where m is the extension of n\TN from Section I, a is the constant from (3.2), Uh
was denned in (4.12) and C is independent of v and h.

P r o o f . Let h be sufficiently small and consider any v € Wh. Then, by Theo-
rem 5.1, there exist functions v°, vb e #o(fi)3 such that

and

Let m*h € C(£lh)3 be a piecewise linear function satisfying m^(x) = m(x) at any
vertex x 6 Tlh \ T% and ml(x) = n^(x) at any vertex x £ T%, where m is the
extension of n\rN from Section 1. Setting u = «°ln;, '

 m/i> we have

and hence, according to Theorem 5.1, there exist functions u°, ub € H^(fl) such that
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Let m,fc € C(Qh)3 be the piecewise linear interpolate of m|n7i. Then, according to
[2], p. 124, Theorem 15.3, we have |m - Tnfc|j)00inh ^ C tf~j |m|2]00 j^, j = 0,1, with
a constant C independent of /i. Further, using (3.2), we obtain |(m/i — m£)(a;)| <
C1 /jy+Q for any vertex x of Th and any element T € Th containing the vertex x.
Therefore, \mh - m*h\ji00>nh ^ Chl+a~i, j = 0,1, and hence

Thus, ||"i^||1)00((jh < C, which implies

Set

Then v°, v e J^(ft)3 and (6.3) and (6.4) hold. Since t>|n/_ = [t>° • (TO - m^)] m, we
obtain (6.5) by (6.7). If h is not sufficiently small, we can set t5° = 0, v — 0, ub = 0
and vb = EhV.

Now we are in position to prove a convergence result for the discretization of the
Stokes equations. The basic techniques are the same as for the Poisson equation
in the preceding section, as for conforming discretizations of the Poisson equation
with nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in [4] and as for conforming
discretizations of the Stokes equations in [5], Chapter II.

Theorem 6.2. Let Vn# ; i(fl)3 = V, where k is the integer from assumption
Al, and let u, p be the weak solution of (1.!)-(!.5). Then the discrete solutions Uh,
Ph of problem (l.l)-(l.S) satisfy

where EI : H1^)3 -> H1^)3, E0: L2(fi) -> Z,2(fJ) are arbitrary extension opera-
tors.

P r o o f . For simplicity, we denote by u and p the extensions EI u and EQ p,
respectively. Using the decomposition from Theorem 6.1, we infer that, for any
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Further, in view of (1.8) we have

Using (4.2) and (4.3), we derive

Now, subtracting (2.3) with v = v£|n from (3.7), we obtain using (4.1), (4.13) and
(3.5) the inequality

where Kh -* 0 for h ->• 0. Let us define sets

For any zh 6 V£ we have uh - zh € Vh and

Applying (4.4) we get

which gives by the triangular inequality
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Consider any vh e V*. According to Lemma 4.1 from [5], p. 58, assumption A3
implies that there exists Vh 6 V^ such that

and

Since divit = 0 in fl (cf. Remark 2.1), we infer that bh(vh,qh) — -bh(vh,qh) for any
Qh € Qh. Setting Zh = VH + VH, we have zh 6 VJ[ and

which means that

Thus, using (6.9), for any VH, £ V£, qh € Qh we obtain

which by (4.1), (3.4), (6.1) and (6.2) gives

It follows from (6.8) that

with KH -* 0 and hence

Now, (3.3) implies that

aTad we obtain by the triangular inequality

Hence \\p — Ph\\otfi,. -^ 0 by Lemma 6.2.
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7. EXAMPLES op FINITE ELEMENT SPACES SATISFYING A1-A3

In this section we give examples of finite element spaces which satisfy assumptions
A1-A3 and are suitable for numerical solution of (1.1)-(1.5).

We denote by n^ the piecewise linear interpolate of n\rN = m|rw, i.e., for any
face T' C TN, n/iL,- is a linear function equal to TO at the vertices of T'. Further,
we denote

and introduce a function n*h: S^ -> E3 satisfying for some a > 0

where T is any element containing the point x and C is independent of x, T and h.
For I = 1,2 we define spaces

and set

Finally, we denote

where pr', UT< were introduced in Example 3.1 and, for any T £ Th, the function
TT 6 HQ(T) \ {0} is any polynomial of degree four.

Theorem 7.1. If Vh = V1,h, then assumption Al holds with l\ — 2 and 71 =
min{l,a + 1/2}. If Vh = V2>h and the extensions f{ of Ti, i = KD + 1,... ,K, are
C3 surfaces, then Al also holds with li = 3 and 71 = min{3/2, a + 1/2}.

P r o o f . See [7], Sections.

Theorem 7.2. If Q^ = MQ./I n L^Slh), then assumption A2 ioJds with 1% =
72 = 1. IfQk = Mi^nL^r^) orQft = Vi,hnLg(flft); then A2holds withl2 = 72 = 2.
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P r o o f . See [7], Section 6.

Theorem 7.3. Assumption A3 is satisfied if Q/,. = MO./I D Lg(flh) and V/, D
[V^nffo1^)]3®^ orifQh = M l i fcnLg(n fc) and Vh D \y1,hnN&(nh)]

3®'Ph®'R,h
or if Qh = V l l fc n Lg(nfc) and Vh D [Vi,h n ff$(nh)]

3 ® tth. If, for any T & Th,
at least one vertex ofT lies in fi, then A3 aJso holds for Qh = Vi,h n £0(1^) and
VhDtVa.an^o1^)]3.

P r o o f . The basic ideas of the proof are the same as for flh = fi (see e.g. [5] and

W).

Using the results given in this setion, we can set up several pairs of finite element
spaces satisfying assumptions A1-A3. Six of them are presented in Table 1, where
also the highest possible convergence orders are given to which these spaces can lead.
The convergence order 1 is guaranteed if (7.1) holds with a > 1/2, / 6 L3(fi)3,
But, 6 .H"2(n)3 in (3.4), the convergence in (3.4) and (3.5) is linear and the weak
solution of (1.1)-(1.5) satisfies u 6 #2(ft)3, p 6 Hl(Sl). The convergence order
3/2 is guaranteed if a 2 1, / e L12(fi)3, <f> € W1'00^)3, the extensions f\ of T;,
i = KD +1,..., K, are C3 surfaces, Eub € H3(Q)3 in (3.4), relations (3.4) and (3.5)
hold with the convergence order 3/2 and u 6 #3(fi)3, p 6 #2(fi). Proofs of these
assertions can be found in [7]. We remark that the convergence order 3/2 is the best
possible convergence order which can be obtained if a polyhedral approximation of
the computational domain is used.
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